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I am living in India in Rajkot city. I have done graduation in B. Com in commerce college. I am a poet, writer, account. My story is published in India newspaper. I am writing original poems and nice way. Type of poems I submitted to book published.
It's A Rhyme And Poem. It Is Children Or Any Age Poem. To Read. And Increase The Children Literature. It Is More Rhyming Words To Learn.

Poem
The two old grand mothers.

The two old grandmother's
Sit in the farm,
To cook chapattis,
'Bigger and bigger',
'Round and round',
'Hot and warm',
One by one,
And, the cows came to eat,
All the chapattis in the ground.
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Clouds

Clouds
Fluffy, gloomy
Condensing, floating,
Gliding.
Looks high up in the sky,
White.

7. November night

Listen..
With faint dry sound,
Falling of a snow,
Trudging through deep snow,
In a wintery.

8. Desire

Desire for,
Curiosity to get something and,
To try for a want,
For a passion to work with craving,
And Hanker.

9. Moon

Look up_
On windless night,
Walking Moon with me in the sky,
And like a silverware shadow falls,
On me.
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